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Our Mission
WCN protects endangered species
and preserves their natural habitats
by supporting entrepreneurial
conservationists who pursue
innovative strategies for people
and wildlife to co-exist and thrive.

BOARD OF DIRECTORS

This year showed us why we have hope. Despite significant challenges, we

were reminded that there is no limit to what we can achieve when we work together. Amidst floods and
droughts, conflict and disease, our Conservation Partners and our supporters relentlessly followed
their commitment to create a better, safer world for wildlife. The teamwork and passion we saw among
conservationists, donors, nonprofits, and local communities filled us with optimism. Fortitude and
collaboration prevailed, and we ended 2017 with more hope and determination than when we started.
We are humbled and inspired by the ongoing commitment of our supporters which has enabled us to
accomplish so much for wildlife. With this support, our Conservation Partners made great strides for
endangered species on nearly every continent this year. They have protected wildlife from poaching
operations—confiscating snares, increasing patrols, and bringing criminals to justice—they have
vaccinated painted dogs and Ethiopian wolves against disease, changed negative perceptions about
cheetahs and sharks, and protected priceless habitat in forests, mountains, savannahs, and oceans.
With your support, WCN has also made our biggest impact for wildlife yet. This year we raised over
$21 million for conservation and maintained a perfect 100 score on Charity Navigator.
Confronted with the distressing reality that Africa has lost half of its lions, this year we launched
the Lion Recovery Fund in partnership with the Leonardo DiCaprio Foundation to support the best
ideas to bring lions back. Additionally, the Elephant Crisis Fund supported some of the most effective
efforts in the ongoing fight against the ivory crisis, funding an incredible coalition of 57 organizations
implementing 169 projects in 31 countries.
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Charles Knowles
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Though some of the challenges we faced in 2017 will persist in the years ahead, we are heartened
in knowing we work with the right people, the right projects, in the right places to conquer these
problems. We are confident that with passionate and determined conservationists and donors working
together, the best ideas and actions to protect wildlife will triumph. WCN, our Conservation Partners,
and our donors will never give up; for this reason, we know there is hope for wildlife.
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Thank you for being a part of the Network and for helping to build a brighter future for wildlife.
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.WCN’s Strategies
TO PROTECT WILDLIFE

A NETWORK OF WORLD-CLASS
CONSERVATION PARTNERS

CRISIS AND RECOVERY FUNDS:
URGENT SUPPORT FOR THREATENED WILDLIFE

NEVER UNDERESTIMATE WHAT A FEW COMMITTED
INDIVIDUALS CAN DO FOR A THREATENED SPECIES.

A WILDLIFE CRISIS OR LARGE-SCALE RECOVERY OF A SPECIES DEMANDS
SUPPORT FOR THE BEST ACTIONS FROM ANY INSTITUTION.

We seek out and invest in grassroots conservationists and their entrepreneurial
organizations committed to protecting endangered species and helping wildlife and people
coexist. We offer these Partners long-term support in a variety of ways, providing financial
resources for their conservation programs and the tools and services they need
to continue doing what they do best—save wildlife.

The Crisis and Recovery Fund model was created to address threats to wildlife that need
urgent support and to bring wildlife back from the brink. Our Funds identify and vet the best
ideas from any institution, regardless of their size or stature, that are designed to stop
a crisis and recover wildlife populations.

We connect our Partners
with generous and visionary
donors and offer them fiscal
sponsorship so they have
the resources they need
to succeed.

We give Partners training to
strengthen or learn the new
skills they need to make their
organizations more impactful
and resilient—from accounting
to communications to
fundraising.

WCN’s Network provides a
community in which Partners
share experiences, support
their colleagues, and make
their organizations stronger
by working together.

WCN has a unique approach to saving endangered species.
Similar to venture capitalists, we identify, vet, then support conservation initiatives
that hold the greatest promise for wildlife. Through our Network we support
highly effective conservationists and through our Crisis and Recovery Funds
we invest in the best ideas to save endangered animals.
100% of all donations designated to WCN’s Conservation Partners or
Crisis and Recovery Funds go directly to the field, with zero overhead.
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Crisis and Recovery Funds
invest in conservation for
threatened species beyond
any singular country to
support projects across a
species’ entire range.

The Funds vet and support
the best ideas that deliver on
the overall strategy to save a
species—providing a valuable
service for donors seeking to
have the highest impact.

In 2012, the ELEPHANT
CRISIS FUND was created
with Save the Elephants to
combat all aspects of the
ivory crisis in Africa—working
to stop poaching, trafficking,
and demand for ivory. To
date, the ECF has deployed
$15 million to help end the
ivory crisis.

The Funds focus on
collaboration and encourage
everyone—from nonprofits,
to conservationists, to
philanthropists—to work
together to save wildlife.

The LION RECOVERY
FUND launched in 2017 to
recover lion populations and
their savannah ecosystems
across Africa—the LRF
invests in projects that
secure the protected areas
where lions live and that
foster coexistence between
lions and people.
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Our Conservation Partners'

2017 Highlights

2017 was a year of many milestones
for our 17 Conservation Partners.
Here are just a few of their successes.

GROWING WILDLIFE
POPULATIONS

WORKING WITH
COMMUNITIES

SAVE THE ELEPHANTS
STE recorded 62 elephant births in
Samburu National Reserve, Kenya.
This is a 42% increase from
the previous year.

CHEETAH CONSERVATION FUND
SAIGA
CONSERVATION
ALLIANCE

Educated more than 8,000 kids about cheetahs and the
Namibian environment through their education program.

The number of saigas
in Kazakhstan has
grown by 41% since
2016, bringing the total
to 152,600 individual
saigas.

ETHIOPIAN WOLF CONSERVATION PROGRAM
In the Bale Mountains, EWCP recorded 57 pups born from 15 wolf
families, and an overall population increase of 30%. This is a record
number of births, especially after the previous year’s epidemic of
rabies outbreaks.
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EWASO LIONS
Celebrated their 10-year anniversary, which included the expansion
of the Ewaso Lions team from 4 to 38 members, and the increase in
successful community and research programs, such as their Warrior
Watch and Mama Simba programs.

CHEETAH CONSERVATION
BOTSWANA
28 livestock guarding dogs were
placed with farmers who were in
conflict with cheetahs and 751
community members were trained
in appropriate methods of livestock farming to reduce conflict.

NIASSA LION PROJECT

SPECTACLED BEAR CONSERVATION

NLP’s crafts and design
group, created in 2016, now
supports 26 people who previously had no work, including at least two previously
involved in bushmeat snaring.

SBC expanded their conservation efforts across
more bear habitat by providing an additional
thirty women from the community with a steady
income through their handicraft “felti” program—earning an income through conservation
programs encourages these women to work with
SBC in protecting the land.
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PROTECTING
HABITAT

STRENGTHENING CONSERVATION
THROUGH SCIENCE

PROTECTING
WILDLIFE

ANDEAN CAT ALLIANCE

PAINTED DOG
CONSERVATION

The presence of three new
cats were seen on camera
traps in an area known for
conflict between people and
Andean cats. This suggests
AGA’s conflict interventions
are working.

Added six new AntiPoaching Unit scouts
(including their first three
female scouts) increasing
patrol efforts by 45%, and
the patrol area by an additional 193 square miles.

MARALLIANCE
PROYECTO TITÍ
Purchased 187 acres of land, doubling
the size of Proyecto Tití’s biological
reserve, and helping create critical corridors for cotton-tops by connecting
forest fragments in the San Juan area.

Completed long-term monitoring of large marine
wildlife such as sharks, rays, finfish, and turtles in Belize,
Honduras, Panama, and Cabo Verde; 172 underwater
cameras were deployed, and 123 sharks were captured,
tagged, and released.

SMALL WILD CAT CONSERVATION
FOUNDATION
The first Small Wild Cat Conservation Symposium, partly funded by SWCCF, took place
in September in Kent, UK. The summit gave
small cat conservationists from around the
world opportunities to present their work and
learn from each other.

GLOBAL PENGUIN SOCIETY
In collaboration with other NGOs and
the government of Argentina, GPS
drafted and submitted to the National
Congress of Argentina a law to create
two off-shore Marine National Parks.
The parks will protect 38.5 million
acres of marine and terrestrial habitat—about half the size of
New Mexico.
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GREVY’S ZEBRA
TRUST
GZT fed more than 3,500
bales of hay to Grevy’s
zebra and other wildlife to
help them through Kenya’s
severe drought.

OKAPI CONSERVATION
PROJECT
SNOW LEOPARD CONSERVANCY
A five-year study conducted by 20
scientists, including the Snow Leopard
Conservancy, discovered there are three
distinct subspecies of snow leopards as
opposed to one species. This information
will enable conservationists to provide
more strategic protections for each snow
leopard subspecies.

Dedicated ICCN rangers supported by OCP conducted 321
patrols covering 8,823 miles
in the Okapi Wildlife Reserve.
They removed over 2,300
snares, arrested 116 poachers,
evacuated 700 illegal miners,
destroyed 42 poaching and
mining camps, and confiscated
equipment and contraband.
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LION RECOVERY FUND

FROM LANDSCAPES
TO LIONSCAPES
The Lion Recovery Fund invests in the best ideas to bring lions back to Africa—
protecting the parks that serve as lion strongholds and promoting coexistence so
that people can live alongside and benefit from lions.

I

t was a long drive from northern Uganda to
Queen Elizabeth National Park (QENP). After
almost 10 hours cooped up in the truck, Peter
Lindsey was eager to arrive. Uganda is known
for its deep green forests and wide savannahs—
home to elephants, gorillas, and lions—but Peter,
director of WCN’s Lion Recovery Fund, had seen
nothing of the sort. Instead, he saw extensive deforestation, with nature’s elegant fabric replaced
by a patchwork of farmlands and exotic trees.
When at last he saw the rich, thriving landscapes
of QENP, all he could say was, “Thank goodness
for parks. Thank goodness someone had the
foresight to protect these places.”
Africa is famous for its storied parks and reserves
like QENP. When they are well financed and managed, such parks retain relatively intact habitat
and keep wildlife safe from human threats. These
sanctuaries are increasingly important for lions,
who have lost half of their numbers in just 25
years. Yet most parks in Africa have but a fraction
of the funding needed, meaning these protected
areas are in fact not protected, and people living
around the parks receive no benefits. Therefore, a
key strategy of the Lion Recovery Fund (LRF)—a
collaborative initiative of WCN and the Leonardo
DiCaprio Foundation, launched in 2017—is to
strengthen the protection and management of
reserves like QENP.
Research shows that with proper management,
Africa’s parks could support three to four times
more lions than we have today. The LRF there-

fore invests in protected landscapes and aims
to make them places where lions can thrive
and coexist with the people living alongside
them. Like a venture capital firm, WCN’s Lion
Recovery Fund finds and invests in the best
ideas, regardless of institution, to recover lions.
Projects range from strengthening law enforcement, to incentivizing local communities to live
with lions, to producing campaigns aimed at
ending the bushmeat trade—which is poaching
the prey species that lions eat and killing lions
themselves.
The remaining 100 or so lions in Queen Elizabeth
National Park are beloved by tourists for their
unconventional fondness for tree-climbing and
distinctive black manes, but are often reviled
by herders. In a terrible chain reaction, herders
bring livestock into the park illegally, lions eat
the livestock, herders kill the lions. The Wildlife
Conservation Society (WCS), now a Lion
Recovery Fund grantee, works to mitigate this
human-lion conflict—Peter came to the park to
learn more about the problem and to see how
the LRF could support WCS’s work (the LRF is
honored to have approved a grant to WCS to
help bring lions back to QENP).

The LRF funded 13 projects in 2017, with
many more in the pipeline for 2018,
spanning a diversity of investments; from
tackling consumption of illegal bushmeat
in Zambia to rescuing lion populations on
the brink of disappearing in Senegal.

Back in the truck, winding through the park,
Peter takes in the spectacular view. Every bit of
forest and every lion scaling a tree or prowling
the savannah represents what the LRF envisions all of Africa’s parks could be; not merely
landscapes, but bona fide lionscapes.

.
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MARALLIANCE

LET THEM EAT
LIONFISH
MarAlliance's research shows big fish populations declining as lionfish thrive.
They aim to expand their work in the Guna Yala region, encouraging islanders
to see lionfish as a food source and big fish, like sharks, as invaluable to
healthy seas.

.

Rachel Graham/MarAlliance

Henry and a small team from MarAlliance have
spent ten days teaching the islanders how to
catch and cook venomous lionfish. Lionfish
are an invasive species that are throwing the
local marine ecosystem out of whack. They
are extremely adaptable, easily inhabiting
nearly every part of the sea—including reefs,
mangroves, and estuaries—and breed so fast
they spread through the water like a virus.
MarAlliance’s research in the Caribbean has
shown that big fish populations like sharks
and groupers, which are critical to the health
of these ecosystems, are declining as lionfish
thrive. Yet paradoxically, these big fish are
potential predators and could be essential in
controlling the prolific lionfish.

At other sites, locals have tried to control
lionfish populations by spearing them and feeding them to sharks, a practice that
MarAlliance is keen to stop as sharks become too habituated to people. However, if sharks
and other large fish learn to consume lionfish on their own, they could indeed become a
12

MarAlliance’s conservation strategy in the
Guna Yala region is to expand work with the
islanders, encouraging them to see lionfish as a
fantastic new food source and instilling in them
an understanding that sharks and other big fish
are invaluable to healthy seas. Hopefully, the
more Guna Yala’s communities consume lionfish
the more they will protect sharks and rays... one
delicious bite at a time.

nlike many islands in the turquoise waters of Panama’s indigenous Guna Yala region, Aglidub is truly off the beaten path. It is without hotels or restaurants; no tourists shop for trinkets and no Internet connects to the outside world. In the center
of its only town, about 50 people gather around a large table and curiously watch
as Henry Mezquita, fisher and MarAlliance
conservationist, takes a pair of scissors in
one hand and an ornate looking, striped fish
in the other. “You have to cut off the spines at
their base so you get all the venom,” he tells
the crowd, “then you fillet it like you would any
other fish.” With that, he safely removes its
poisonous spines, fillets the fish, and whips up
a delicious ceviche.
Rachel Graham/MarAlliance
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resource for keeping lionfish populations down.
This pas de deux between abundant lionfish and
declining sharks is why MarAlliance works with
locals to create demand for lionfish in Aglidub.
Because lionfish are venomous, many islanders
have been afraid to catch and consume them.
MarAlliance’s fisher engagement and public
demonstrations on how to handle lionfish prove
that this once intimidating fish is simple to
prepare and quite tasty.

Left, top: Henry Mezquita, traditional fisher from Mexico and MarAlliance conservationist,
spearing a lionfish in the Guna Yala region of Panama. Left, bottom: Henry Mezquita
shows off the lionfish ceviche that he just prepared to fishers and community members
on the island of Uwargandub. The ceviche was consumed shortly thereafter.
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WCN Partners and Programs

ASIA & EASTERN EUROPE

Global Reach

Saiga Conservation
Alliance

ELENA BYKOVA
Uzbekistan, Mongolia, Kazakhstan,
Russia

Snow Leopard Conservancy
DR. RODNEY JACKSON
Bhutan, India, Kyrgyzstan, Mongolia,
Nepal, Pakistan, Russia, Tajikistan

CRISIS AND RECOVERY FUNDS
Elephant Crisis Fund
SAVE THE ELEPHANTS
& WCN
Africa and Asia

Lion Recovery Fund
LEONARDO DICAPRIO
FOUNDATION & WCN
Africa

Grevy’s Zebra Trust

AFRICA

MULTI-CONTINENT
Global Penguin Society

DR. PABLO BORBOROGLU
Worldwide (based in Argentina)

DR. RACHEL GRAHAM
Worldwide (based in Belize)

Andean Cat Alliance

ROCIO PALACIOS
Argentina, Bolivia, Chile, Peru

Scholarship Program
As of 2017, WCN has awarded
88 scholarships to promising
conservationists from 31 countries
across Africa, Asia, Eastern Europe,
and Latin America.

Proyecto Tití

Small Wild Cat
Conservation Foundation

Spectacled Bear
Conservation

DR. JIM SANDERSON
Worldwide
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Cheetah Conservation
Botswana

Niassa Lion Project

Cheetah
Conservation Fund

Okapi Conservation
Project

Ethiopian Wolf
Conservation Program

Painted Dog Conservation

Ewaso Lions

Save the Elephants

REBECCA KLEIN
Botswana

LATIN AMERICA
MarAlliance

BELINDA LOW MACKEY
Kenya

ROSAMIRA GUILLEN
Colombia

ROBYN APPLETON
Peru

DR. LAURIE MARKER
Namibia

DR. CLAUDIO SILLERO
Ethiopia

DR. SHIVANI BHALLA
Kenya

DR. COLLEEN & KEITH BEGG
Mozambique

JOHN LUKAS
Democratic Republic of Congo

PETER BLINSTON
Zimbabwe

DR. IAIN DOUGLAS-HAMILTON
Kenya
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Protecting Elephants, Ending the Ivory Crisis

Elephant
Crisis Fund

As of year end 2017, ECF supported:

169
57
31
100%
$11M

projects

Conservation Partners

in

countries

with

of donations going to the frontline

deployed to projects across Africa and Asia

The ECF garnered major global support from companies
like Tiffany & Co. who, as of year end 2017, had raised
more than $1 million and counting for the ECF through
sales of its Save the Wild jewelry collection.
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GREVY’S ZEBRA TRUST

EXTREME DROUGHT
BRINGS EXTREME ACTIONS

Conservationists at Grevy’s Zebra Trust took emergency
action digging wells to make groundwater more accessible to
the zebras, and spending months literally feeding Grevy’s
to keep them alive during the drought-ridden months.

© Suzi Eszterhas
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emarkably, the hay bales tied to the back of
the motorbike stayed in place, barely wobbling as the young man careened down the
road. The ride wasn’t long, but the cargo
was precious. The hay was expensive, having
been trucked in from miles away, and could be
the difference between life and death for Grevy’s
zebras in drought-ridden Kenya.
Not a drop of rain had fallen in northern Kenya
all year, triggering a scarcity of life-sustaining
water and a wave of starvation as vegetation
dried up, leaving vast patches of brown, dusty
earth. This quickly sparked a crisis for Grevy’s
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zebras. Conservationists at Grevy’s Zebra Trust
(GZT) took emergency action, digging wells to
make groundwater more accessible to the zebras,
and spending months literally feeding Grevy’s
to keep them alive. It isn’t standard practice to
feed wildlife like this; there are strict protocols to
adhere to, and it’s truly a last-ditch effort used
in severe situations. But in a small population of
endangered animals, every individual is critical, so
every attempt to save them must be taken.
This response was inspired by lessons learned the
hard way; eight years earlier there was a similar
drought, but interventions were too late. After the

2009 drought, GZT and other conservation
organizations developed guidelines for feeding
Grevy’s zebras should such a catastrophe occur
again. This year, GZT put this plan into action...
trucking in hay, storing it in empty classrooms
and storerooms, and hiring trusted people to
distribute it where the zebras were sure to find
it. On community land, people and livestock use
waterholes during the day, so the Grevy’s only
drink at night. To get to and from waterholes,
they walk along specific corridors—a sort of
Grevy’s zebra highway; it’s along these corridors
where GZT left the hay.

In November, rain finally returned, bringing a cautious relief to the region. While the rain has helped,
the grasses haven’t recovered as quickly as expected—overgrazing from livestock has hindered that
rejuvenation. With the immediate emergency of the
drought behind them, the health of the grasslands
is now the long-term focus for GZT. They emerged
from the drought stronger, more resilient, better
able to respond to crises, and more determined
than ever to protect Grevy’s zebras. Now, they are
particularly focused on fostering better livestock
grazing practices to ensure healthy grasslands.
This is the best approach to ensure there is plenty
of food for Grevy’s zebras, rain or shine.

.
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PAINTED DOG CONSERVATION

A CONSERVATION
TRAILBLAZER
PDC’s anti-poaching units have collected over 31,000 snares since its first
deployment of patrol units in 2001. Conservative estimates indicate that 3,100
animal lives have been saved as a result of this project to date.

At 11 years old, Belinda participated in PDC’s
week-long children’s Bush Camp where she
first connected with her country’s spectacular wildlife and grasped the importance of
conservation. On one of her walks home from
camp she found an ill-fated kudu (antelope)
entangled in a snare. The animal was relatively
unharmed; it could live if released from the
metal wire tightly gripping its leg. Belinda ran
home for help, convincing her parents to not
only release the kudu, but to track down and
arrest the poacher who set the snare. Bush
Camp had made her a passionate champion
for wildlife. In 2017, 12 years after the kudu
rescue, Belinda returned to PDC eager to
become an anti-poaching ranger.
Anti-poaching units have long been the realm of
men, with their paramilitary edge and demanding physical requirements; but this year PDC
20

hired their first three female rangers. Well
received and respected by their male counterparts and their communities, these women are
true trailblazers. At PDC, protecting wildlife is
not men’s work or women’s
work, it’s simply teamwork,
and it is essential as poaching
escalates in the park.
In a struggling economy, more
people have turned to poaching to survive; each poacher
can set 20-30 snares a day,
with disastrous consequences
for wildlife. Painted dogs
are especially susceptible to
snares because they cover
miles of terrain, creating more
opportunities to trigger a
snare. Making a bad problem
worse, painted dog packs need
a certain number of adults to
both hunt and protect pups,
so every individual dog lost to
a snare endangers an entire
pack. Although painted dogs
are not targeted, snares do
not discriminate—elephants, wildebeest, lions,
even birds have all been unintended victims of
snaring. Anti-poaching rangers are the lynchpin
in conservation efforts to protect wildlife
from these brutal devices—their efforts save
thousands of animals each year. It’s tough but
rewarding work, and Belinda has no doubt she
is the right woman for the job.

.

PDC

T

he signs are subtle, but Belinda Ncube
knows what to look for. A branch that’s
been intentionally broken, a shoeprint faint
but still visible in the dirt; these could indicate
a snare was set nearby. This is what Belinda
has been trained for, why she spends all day
patrolling miles of forest in Zimbabwe’s scorching heat. As one of Painted Dog Conservation’s
(PDC) anti-poaching rangers, Belinda combs
the mosaic of thick forest bordering Hwange
National Park hoping to rid them of wire snares,
the single biggest threat to painted dogs. It’s
tiring work, physically and emotionally, but she
has been preparing for it since childhood.

Anti-poaching units have long been the realm of men, with their
paramilitary edge and demanding physical requirements; but
this year PDC hired their first three female rangers—(left to
right) Debra Maphosa, Belinda Ncube, and Simisiwe Ngwenya.

© Nicholas Dyer / nicholasdyer.com

SPECTACLED BEAR CONSERVATION

A FAT BEAR IS
A HEALTHY BEAR
This year, the unexpected abundance of overo fruit allowed the
bears to supplement their typical diet and pack on pounds. This
weight gain is tremendously good news for the bears’ survival.

Spectacled Bear Conservation's Javier Vallejos (on the horse) and Julio Chero Juarez attempting to
locate a trail to take them into bear habitat.

eafy weeds engulfed Julio and Javier up to
their chests as they tried to find the trail.
It was as if a jungle popped up overnight.
The normally stark, dry forest now appeared lush and tropical, and the hiking trail
that takes conservationists from Spectacled
Bear Conservation (SBC) into bear habitat was
concealed beneath a blanket of plants.

L

abundance of overo fruit allowed the bears to
supplement their typical diet and pack on pounds.
Bears around 175 lbs. ballooned to a hefty 300
lbs. This weight gain is tremendously good news
for the bears’ survival this year; they live off their
body fat for a six to eight-month period, so they
must get as big as possible. Things look good for
the bears this year; the danger lies in next year.

A coastal El Niño had brought more rain in
two months than had been seen in the last ten
years, and since then the environment had been
flipped upside down; wet areas at higher elevation were so dry they erupted into forest fires,
while the dryer low elevations swelled with flood
waters. The dry forest was now bursting with
vegetation, including overo fruit which bears
find particularly tasty. There, in the midst of this
temporary Eden, the distinctively lean spectacled bears have gorged themselves, growing
fatter than they’ve ever been.

Among the plants that blossomed from the flood
are fast-growing vines that have enveloped the
sapote fruit, cutting the bears off from their
primary food source. There is an abundance of
overo fruit this year, but overo isn’t seasonal, it’s
an unpredictable food source; the bears require
sapote to survive. There is sapote further away
where it’s dryer, but those areas are more densely
populated by people—shy spectacled bears
would literally starve to avoid humans. To prepare
for this potential sapote famine, SBC is planning
ahead. The team is identifying areas where they
think bears can find enough sapote next year;
they are helping communities avoid those areas
and encouraging them to collect firewood in places
that would be unappealing to bears. SBC will
maintain these activities with the communities and
keep a close watch on the bears, making sure they
stay as fat as possible, as long as they can.

Spectacled bears in this part of Peru can hardly
be described as plump. In fact, starvation is
often a problem there, bears struggle to put on
enough weight to make it through winter. These
bears have a limited diet of mostly sapote fruit,
which is unsustainably harvested by locals who
use it for firewood. This year, the unexpected

.
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WCN'S PASSIONATE DONORS

DONORS ARE
WILDLIFE HEROES TOO
aybe it’s the heartwarming effect. Maybe it’s the legacy you want to leave for
your children. Maybe you just love wildlife. Whatever motivates you to contribute to conservation, when you do, you are saving wildlife. It isn’t only the
conservationists in the field who are wildlife heroes, donors are wildlife heroes too.

M

Our supporters remind us that the world is full of generosity and that there are many
ways to support a cause.

ANYONE CAN DO IT
Imagine yourself on a warm day in Arizona
running around a track, a mile loop, your feet
starting to swell inside your sneakers while you
keep a steady pace. Now imagine you continue
your run into the evening, and then into the
following day, for two-and-a-half days. This is
what Brian Khepri did to raise money for Ewaso
Lions. Brian ran 144 miles hoping to raise
$5,000 for lion conservation. In less time than
it takes to stretch for a marathon, Brian had
set up a crowdfunding campaign page online,
which he promoted to his friends and family on
social media and email so they could donate to
his cause. This is Brian’s 5th year running for
lion conservation and in that time, he’s raised
over $10,000. The great thing about crowdfunding is that anyone can do it; you don’t need
to be a runner, you can create a crowdfunding
campaign to match any hobby or interest. A
graphic designer who started running to control
his type II diabetes, Brian is proof that anyone
can help raise money for wildlife.

“

I’m giving Ewaso Lions the best of
me, I’m never better than when I’m out
running for them.
— Brian Khepri
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EXPERIENCING WILDLIFE IN THE WILD

“

It’s great that WCN is
set up to make these
kinds of relationships
between conservationists and donors. It’s
not some black box you
can’t see into or see
through, now we know
everybody and consider
them friends of ours
at this point.
— Don Gagne

Don and Carol Gagne had been to Africa before, but they hadn’t experienced anything quite like their trip to Kenya connecting with WCN
partners, which Don describes as more of a “religious experience”—
for lack of a better term—than a safari. Watching conservationists in
action and being a stone’s throw away from a herd of wild elephants
is pretty incredible.
As a retired software engineer and a drone enthusiast, Don wanted to
go beyond financial support and share his technical expertise to help
conservation. The trip to Kenya allowed Don to match his knowledge
of drone technology with the needs of several conservationists. Now
he is working with Save the Elephants on a system to simplify tracking
elephants from an airplane, with Grevy’s Zebra Trust to conduct
aerial surveys of grasslands to help restore zebra habitat, and helping
Painted Dog Conservation use drones to track painted dogs.

.

Being in the field showed Don how he could best get involved and gave
both Don and Carol the unforgettable experience of truly connecting
to the beautiful wildlife they help protect.
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Each species is a masterpiece, a creation
assembled with extreme care and genius.
—Edward O. Wilson

FINANCIAL STATEMENT

IMPACT BY THE NUMBERS
With support from our donors and through the strength of our
network, we have had a greater impact on wildlife conservation
than ever before.

Statement of Revenue and Expenses
REVENUE
Contributions – Donor Designated
Contributions – Undesignated
Income from Activities (Net)
Income from Investments
Total Revenue

$21.4M

$98M

90%

Funds raised for
conservation in 2017.

Funds raised for
conservation since WCN’s
inception.

Percentage of WCN funds
that went to support
programs in the field.

$16,715,237
$4,212,940
$461,324
$691,006
$22,080,507

EXPENSES
Program Grants and Services
Management and General
Fundraising

$15,948,721
$1,565,100
$111,627

Total Expenses

$17,625,448

Change In Net Assets

$4,455,059

Statement of Financial Position

87

182

17

Number of wildlife species
protected across 37
countries.

Local, national, and international
projects supported through
grants from the Elephant Crisis
Fund and Lion Recovery Fund
by year end 2017.

Number of wildlife
Conservation Partners.

AS OF DECEMBER 31, 2017

4H/100

2,000+

Scholarships awarded
in 2017—to date, 88
scholarships have been
awarded to emerging
conservationists across
31 countries.

Rating WCN received from
Charity Navigator, America’s
leading independent charity
evaluator—a top ranking
amongst wildlife conservation
nonprofits and one of only
48 perfect scores given to
nonprofits.

People from over 30
states and four countries
who attended the three
Expos hosted in the
San Francisco Bay Area
and Houston.
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Contributions-Donor Designated 76%
Contributions-Undesignated 19%
Income from Investments 3%
Income from Activities (Net) 2%

2017 TOTAL EXPENSES

ASSETS
Unrestricted Cash and Equivalents
Restricted Cash and Equivalents
Grants and Pledges Receivable
Scholarship Fund
Mary S Boardman Fund
Property and Equipment (Net)
Other Assets
Total Assets

8

2017 TOTAL REVENUE

CALENDAR YEAR ENDING 2017

$3,450,014
$11,178,301
$1,263,035
$1,820,364
$2,759,207
$177,875
$28,526
$20,677,322

LIABILITIES AND NET ASSETS
Accounts Payable and Accrued Liabilities
Beginning Assets
Change in Net Assets
Total Liabilities and Net Assets

$2,052,360
$14,169,903
$4,455,059

Program Grants and Services 90%
Management and General 9%
Fundraising 1%

$20,677,322

WCN continued to receive Charity Navigator’s highest-possible 4-star rating,
and in 2017 obtained a perfect score. Charity Navigator is America’s leading
independent charity evaluator, and rates over 8,000 charities on their
Financial Health and Accountability & Transparency.
Complete financial reports are available upon request. Wildlife Conservation Network is recognized by the Internal Revenue
Service as a 501(c)3 organization - #30-0108469
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